The nature of structural relaxation in disordered systems such as amorphous silicon (a-Si) remains a fundamental issue in our attempts at understanding these materials. While a number of experiments suggest that mechanisms similar to those observed in crystals, such as vacancies, could dominate the relaxation, theoretical arguments point rather to the possibility of more diverse pathways. Using the kinetic activation-relaxation technique, an off-lattice kinetic Monte Carlo method with on-the-fly catalog construction, we resolve this question by following 1000 independent vacancies in a well-relaxed a-Si model at 300 K over a timescale of up to one second. Less than one percent of these survive over this period of time and none diffuse more than once, showing that relaxation and diffusion mechanisms in disordered systems are fundamentally different from those in the crystal.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the microscopic mechanism leading to the structural evolution of disordered solids such as amorphous silicon (a-Si) remain controversial for lack of direct evidence. What type of mechanism, for example, is responsible for the heat released during relaxation? [1] [2] [3] [4] Is it a global reorganization of the amorphous network or specific atomistic moves such as the annihilation of localized point defects as suggested by a number of experiments? 1, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Amorphous silicon is believed to be a close physical realization of the continuous random network model (CRN) proposed by Zachariasen. 11 In the CRN, all atoms are fully coordinated, with a local environment close to that of its crystalline counterpart. It is therefore tempting to argue that, as in crystals, vacancylike point defects can exist, particularly in well-relaxed samples, and play a leading role in their structural evolution. These defects could explain, for instance, the average coordination of about 3.88, significantly below the 4 expected from the CRN, determined by Laaziri et al. from high-precision diffraction experiments on pure a-Si samples. 5 It also supports calorimetry experiments that show strong similarities between energy relaxation in a-Si and interstitial-vacancy recombination in crystalline silicon (c-Si) 1 as well as diffusion and solubility measurements of impurities in a-Si, 6, 7, 12 which are shown to be heavily influenced by the state of relaxation. The presence of point defects is also compatible with the lower enthalpy observed for the ion-beam enhanced diffusion. This behavior inhibits trapping of the impurities and can be interpreted as the effect of highly mobile ion-beam-generated defects recombining with the less mobile trapping defects. 9, 10 While the experimental evidence for the importance of point defects in structural relaxation of amorphous materials is considerable, there are good thermodynamical objections to their crucial role. Contrary to the crystalline state, the disordered nature of the CRN allows more localized defects such as isolated floating and dangling bonds. 13 In this language, a vacancy can be considered as a correlated cluster of undercoordinated atoms, and therefore a state of low entropy.
The question is therefore whether or not a potential elastic energy gain obtained by forming a point defect would be sufficient to overcome the entropy loss.
Because of its fundamental interest, this issue has attracted significant interest over the years. A number of computational studies focused on the short-time stability of vacancies created in 216-atom a-Si cells using empirical, tight-binding or ab initio molecular dynamics. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] These groups generally relaxed the vacancy over 1 to 10 ps at temperatures of up to 450 K, before studying their structural and electronic properties at T = 0. Most found that the vacancy volume could expand or contract during the energy minimization, depending on the local environment. Miranda et al., 17 however, found that vacancies only showed contraction or complete annihilation, in contradiction with the previous other studies, probably because of the relatively poor statistics of these studies. Urli et al. 18 showed, using tight-binding MD, that there was a strong correlation between the Voronoi volume of the atoms neighboring the vacancy site and their charge. Due to the short simulation time available for these studies, no defect diffusion was observed, however, and it was not possible to confirm the role of vacancies in the structural relaxation of a-Si, leaving this crucial question open.
To fully establish the role of vacancies in relaxing the amorphous network, it is necessary to perform more extensive simulations. In this article, we use the recently developed kinetic activation-relaxation technique (k-ART), an off-lattice kinetic Monte Carlo method with on-the-fly catalog building to assess vacancy kinetics of a thousand different vacancies run over a time scale of up to one second or more at 300 K. We show, in particular, that vacancies do not diffuse as a whole and that relaxation mechanisms are much richer in amorphous materials than in crystalline solids.
II. METHODS

A. Kinetic ART
It integrates the activation-relaxation technique (ART nouveau), an efficient saddle-point searching method 23, 24 that was used, for example, to characterize the energy landscape of amorphous silicon 25, 26 with the topological graph analysis tool NAUTY. 27 Unlike other KMC methods, k-ART uses a topological classification for its events and is therefore not limited to crystalline environments; it can treat with equal ease disordered systems such as a-Si, fully taking into account the specific environment around each atom. Local atomic environments are identified by considering a cluster around each atom. The connectivity network (graph) of the cluster is then created using a cutoff distance of 3.0Å. It is this graph that is sent to NAUTY, which returns a unique topological key. This method of identifying local environments is robust against small changes in distance between neighbors. To generate the catalog, it is assumed that every atom that shares the same topology also shares the same list of activated events.
As explained in more details in Ref. 20 , this assumption, for this topological classification, is equivalent to requesting a one-to-one correspondence between the topology and the local geometry. Such correspondence is easily tested since all low-energy saddle points are reconstructed before computing the rate and executing a KMC step. If the saddle point does not exist, we establish that this correspondence does not hold and that more than one geometry corresponds to the same topology. To lift this degeneracy, cutoffs are modified and a new graph is generated in such a way to recover the one-to-one correspondence.
A normal k-ART simulation starts by building a complete catalog of events for each local topology found in the initial configuration. To ensure that the system is well sampled, 50 ART-nouveau searches are launched for each new topology. The atom clusters for the initial, the saddle-point, and the final event configurations are also kept in memory. This way, an entire off-lattice KMC event catalog is built on-the-fly. For the initial search on the full system, an average of 3.3 events were found per atom, in agreement with a previous extensive search of the energy landscape of well-relaxed a-Si. 26 For a disordered solid such as a-Si, most if not all local topologies can be considered unique, requiring a large number of initial ART-nouveau searches. However, most activated events involve only a few tens of atoms moving significantly. This means that once the initial configuration has been thoroughly explored, the subsequent number of event searches needed is much lower. K-ART can therefore be applied efficiently to disordered materials such as amorphous silicon.
Here, the initial k-ART catalog is built using the initial 1000-atom model. The catalog is then simply updated for each of the 1000 defective models derived from this initial configuration. After the catalog is updated, all relevant lowenergy transition states, corresponding to at least 99.99% of the rate computed, are fully relaxed to include possible changes in the environment. This is done by mapping the saddle-point configuration of each of these low-barrier events to each atom sharing that same topology and refining the activation barrier. This ensures that long-range elastic effects are taken into account. Following the standard KMC algorithm, 28 an event is then selected at random from a Poisson distribution and a move is effected. After this step, a search is made through all the atoms to identify new topologies and the catalog is updated.
Amorphous systems display a continuous distribution of activated barriers that can start as low as a few meV. Most of these low-energy barriers connect so-called flickers associated with oscillatory states that we handle using a basin acceleration method that directly solves the intrabasin kinetics without having to generate all trajectories. 20 A basin of such states is constructed on-the-fly using a predetermined barrier cutoff value. Intrabasin states are only visited once and the exit time associated with the extrabasin transitions is adjusted following the basin autoconstructing mean rate method, 20 which extends the mean rate method of Puchala et al. 29 This ensures that the choice of the basin energy threshold has no impact on the overall kinetics of the system, an important feature for a system with no clear energy cutoff between diffusive and nondiffusive events. In our case, all simulations are started with a basin threshold of 0.3 eV that is manually increased whenever the system is found to be trapped for more than 20 steps.
B. Vacancy models
The initial a-Si model used for this work is a highquality, low-strain 1000-atoms model built using the improved Wooten, Winer, and Weaire (WWW) bond switching method. 30, 31 As was shown by Kim et al., 16 long-range elastic effects can be important when studying vacancies. A 216-atom box can create important distortions, making larger cells essential. We use the modified Stillinger-Weber potential from Vink et al., 32 fitted to capture the right structural and vibrational properties of the amorphous phase. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all directions and the volume was first optimized to minimize the pressure. Table I shows the structural properties for the initial and relaxed configurations compared with experiments.
One thousand single-vacancy configurations are then created by removing, in turn, every atom from the cell. Each of these 999-atom models is first relaxed into a local energy minimum. All systems for which the vacancy survives are then submitted to a full-fledged k-ART simulation that is pursued until the vacancy disappears or the simulation time reaches a value greater than 0.1 second. 3 ; E the total potential energy (eV); r the average bond length (Å); θ the average bond angle (degrees); and θ the bond deviation (degrees). The pressure P in GPa and Z is the average coordination with a cutoff radius of 2.9Å. The definition of a vacancy in a disordered system is not unique. Here, we focus on the topology of the underlying bond network for identification: A vacancylike defect is defined as a cluster of four threefold coordinated atoms using a cutoff distance of 2.9Å, situated in the gap between the first-and second-neighbor peak of the radial distribution function (see,
from which we obtain the pressure P = − 1 3 tr(τ ). The von Mises stress, σ VM , is also calculated for each atom: σ VM = √ 3J 2 , where J 2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator tensor. This quantity provides a picture of the shear stress felt by individual atoms.
A vacancy is considered to have vanished when an activated event results in the partial or total disappearance of the associated coordination defects, without another vacancy being created close by. In some cases, this condition is not sufficient as the local environment oscillates between two states with and without coordination defects. Therefore, to consider the vacancy to have disappeared, we require to observe both a change in coordination and a corresponding energy drop due to the structural relaxation around the defect site. With these criteria, a vacancy in an oscillatory state is therefore considered present in the system.
III. RESULTS
A. Initial relaxation
The change in volume of the vacancy during the initial steepest descent relaxation is strongly correlated with the local pressure felt by the missing atom before it is removed. Figure 1 shows that, as expected, vacancies under compressive stress tend to contract even more while sites under tension also expand by a large amount. In contrast, sites where the atoms are under very little pressure tend to keep their original volume. The original variation of vacancy volumes upon creation is explained simply because sites under compressive (tensile) stress tend to have smaller (longer) bonds, resulting in a smaller (greater) vacancy volume.
The vacancy formation energy, defined as
where E 1 is the total energy of the full N-atom system and E 2 is the total energy with a single atom removed, represents the work needed to create the vacancy. Figure 2 shows E f as a function of both the local pressure and atomic von Mises stress. We see that atoms under compression are characterized by a lower formation energy than those under tensile stress and that a high shear stress also reduces the formation energy. E f is an excellent criterion for predicting the defect stability. All vacancies associated with a formation energy of 1.5 eV or less disappear upon relaxation, leaving at most one or two coordination defects; 93% of the vacancies that disappeared upon minimization had a formation energy under 2.5 eV compared to only 25% of those that survived. Of the original 1000 999-atom models, 547 annihilated their vacancy in this first step, leaving 453 vacancy configurations for k-ART simulations. The final distribution of vacancy volumes (excluding vacancies that were destroyed upon minimization) is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 , showing an average volume of 64.9 ± 9.1Å 3 .
B. k-ART simulations
Kinetic ART simulations were launched on the remaining 453 configurations. As could be expected from disordered systems, their kinetics is dominated by oscillatory events, i.e., flickers, with rare activated mechanisms that lead to effective 3 (vac 156), and are associated, except for vac 103, with a significant local negative pressure that make a local reconstruction much more costly energetically. We see in the inset of Fig. 3 that the lifetime is limited by the activation barrier of the annihilation event with a slope corresponding to a Boltzmann temperature of 300 K. Long lifetimes associated with low-energy barrier indicate that the vacancy annihilation for these systems required a local rearrangement around the vacancy that took place over a number of events.
Diffusion of full vacancies is rare. Only 86 of the original 453 showed diffusion (19%). Of these, 30 flicker between two vacancy states until a nearby rearrangement generally leads to the disappearance of the vacancy (of these one flickering state survives for more than 0.1 s). The remaining 56 (65%) diffuse only once and then rapidly vanish through local reorganization in their new state. Not counting the oscillations, therefore, no vacancy manages to diffuse, as a four dangling-bond cluster, for more than a single step. Two types of diffusive motions are observed for the vacancies that survive their single jump. The first one, which occurred for 74 of the diffusing vacancies, can be characterized as a first-neighbor diffusion where the vacancy at the initial and final positions share at least one threefold coordinated atom. The average distance between the two vacancy centers in this case is 1.75Å. Figure 4(a) shows the neighbor exchange necessary for this diffusive motion. The other type of motion, observed in 18 cases, is associated with a second-neighbor atom. Here, the four threefold atoms rearrange into a fully coordinated configuration pulling on their neighbors, which opens a hole created at a typical distance of 4.4Å. This second-neighbor diffusion typically occurs in a few steps: the initial vacancy first is partially reconstructed, with the remaining defects diffusing and flickering until a fully formed vacancy appears at the new position. In all cases, the new vacancies are destroyed immediately after being formed, with a significant energy release.
Most annihilation events are very similar: one of the four threefold atoms surrounding the vacancy moves in, bonding with the other three threefold atoms while keeping a bond with only one of its current neighbors. This neighbor in turn usually moves with the defective atom, bonding with the two threefold neighbors left behind [see Fig. 4(b) ]. In some cases, a third atom is also dragged along with the first two in a chainlike motion, again exchanging neighbors as in this example. This chain is usually characterized with either the final atom breaking a single bond and leaving an isolated threefold coordinated defect or with the final atom making a long bond, near cutoff, with a nearby neighbor. Full annihilation events featuring no new coordination defect creation accounted only for 48 cases. In general, a dangling or a floating bond remains, either at the vacancy site or nearby. More precisely, 257 of the 447 (57%) annihilation events removed all four of the vacancy's dangling bonds at once. Of these, 180 events saw the creation of at least one new threefold coordinated atom. Floating bond creation is more uncommon (110 times) and usually associated with the simultaneous creation of a dangling bond (81 times). Partial annihilation events where only 3, 2, or only 1 of the dangling bonds forming the vacancies were removed, were seen 110 (25%), 76 (17%) and 4 (<1%) times respectively. It is worth noting that these remaining defects are often short lived. For some vacancies, a previous event is needed to bring the defective atoms closer together before the actual annihilation can occur. For instance, two of the defective atoms can form a strained bond, bringing one of them close enough to the other two defects so as to reduce the activation barrier needed for the final annihilation event (vac 572).
IV. DISCUSSION
Our results all point to the observation that in a-Si, isolated coordination defects are more stable and can diffuse more readily than full vacancies. Indeed, we see that the a-Si network is surprisingly flexible and that it does not tend toward point defect clustering. Moreover, unlike with the vacancyinterstitial pair in c-Si, vacancy annihilation in a-Si does not require the presence of an opposite high-density defect to take place. Recently, 35 Roorda et al. described structural relaxation in a-Si as a process of vacancylike defect annihilation. The structure of the material is described as a continuous random network under compressive stress in which vacancylike defects are present. Annihilation of the vacancy void would then let the surrounding network expand, relaxing the tetrahedral local structure around each atom. The expansion would be offset by the densification created by the annihilation of the vacancies, keeping the average density constant. While our results do confirm that vacancy annihilation has a positive effect on the global network strain, especially when the local region surrounding the vacancy is under compressive stress, the vast majority of our vacancies annihilate too rapidly to take part in a long-time structural relaxation. Moreover, our simulations took place in a well-relaxed a-Si model, far from the much more unstable atomic environment these defects would find themselves in following an external perturbation such as a full ion collision cascade. The greater the local compressive stress, the easier it is for the disordered network to fill the void and relax. It is unlikely then that vacancies are the main point defect responsible for long-time structural relaxation. While they could still play some part, it is unlikely that they are the main actors. In the same way, the structural traps for fast diffusers such as Pd could also be isolated dangling bonds or the network could also respond to the impurity's presence (i.e., strained or weakly bonded regions could more easily reorganize as stronger trap sites). The density could still be kept constant when considering homogeneously distributed pockets of high-density and low-density regions. These do not have to be made of coordination defects (although defects can be present). As we have seen, our original model, even when the average pressure was removed, showed a wide distribution of local pressures. It could be that relaxation reduces the width of this distribution without affecting the average value. Finally, although the exact empirical potential used will undoubtedly affect the precise quantitative value of the activation barriers and the lifetime of each vacancy, we believe that the network flexibility observed and the fact that the vacancies cannot diffuse without annihilating is representative of the underlying physics of the system.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the role of vacancylike defects in the longtime relaxation of a-Si, a model system for disordered covalent materials, was studied using the kinetic ART method. This method allows off-lattice atomistic simulations over time scale of a second or more. From our results, it seems unlikely that vacancylike defects play a major role in structural relaxation. Even when starting from a well-relaxed structure, only 0.6% of the 1000 vacancies created survived for more than 0.1 s at 300 K; none was able to diffuse, as a correlated dangling-bond cluster, more than once.
On a more general note, we have shown that k-ART is a powerful method especially capable of describing the longtime evolution of disordered structures. As such, it creates the opportunity to compare with experimental results that were out of reach of traditional computational methods.
